Pattern #206

Pattern Name: "August"

Alternate Names: Monthly Series

Category: Children's Subjects / Calendar/Seasons

Border: Miscellaneous / Molded rim / Daisy border

Additional Information:

Plate, 6.5 inches printed in pink, and also found in orange print. Scott's Monthly Series features the appropriate sign of the Zodiac near the top of the pattern around or behind the head of the subject. In this print we see Leo the lion. All of the plates have a well molded daisy border. "August" is illustrated on p. 135 in Riley1991, and is #469. It has the same impressed SCOTT mark as seen here. Search 'Monthly Series' by Scott in the Children's Subjects category to see the rest of the months.

Body Type: Earthenware

Print Process: Underglaze Tissue Printed
Color: Pink

Maker:
Scott
1800–1897
Sunderland
County Durham

References:

Maker’s Mark:
TEXT-Impressed